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Explore the characters, Droids™, aliens, and creatures of the latest chapter in the Star Wars™
saga in this definitive guide to Star Wars: The Force Awakens™.Written by Lucasfilm insider
Pablo Hidalgo, Star Wars: The Force Awakens The Visual Dictionary offers an inside look into
the film; and pop culture website i09 says the book "gives fascinating insight into the world
behind the movie."Named a Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) Quick Pick for
Reluctant Young Adult Readers, the book's beautiful photography and authoritative text will also
appeal to adult fans.Learn the names and explanations behind all the details of costumes,
weapons, and accessories and discover the dark origins of Kylo Ren. Including three exclusive,
specially-commissioned cutaway models produced by Industrial Light & Magic model maker
John Goodson, Star Wars: The Force Awakens The Visual Dictionary is the perfect addition to
any fan's bookshelf.© & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.

"[The Force Awakens Visual Dictionary] gives some fascinating insight into the world behind the
movie…" — io9.com"Virtually every aspect of [The Force Awakens Visual Dictionary] is broken
down into manageable bits. The book beautifully 'grounds the fantasy' and makes sense of even
its most alien concepts." — StarWars.com"[The] art is outstanding…" — GeekDadAbout the
AuthorAuthor Pablo Hidalgo is a creative executive within the Lucasfilm Story Group, a resident
Star Wars™ authority who helps ensure consistency across a wide array of Star Wars projects.
He has written several DK titles including most recently the bestselling Star Wars: The Force
Awakens™ The Visual Dictionary. He lives with his wife in San Francisco, California.
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The Visual Dictionary of Star Wars, Episodes IV, V, & VI: The Ultimate Guide to Star Wars
Characters and Creatures



Zulkiffli Bin Abdul Hamid, “Superb book. Highly reccommended to all fans”

nostaw, “I really like this book. I really like this book. My review will have some spoilers, but aftera
it is a visual guide to a movie so if you have not seen the movie and don't want aspects spoiled
the you should not be looking at this book... Yet.THE GOODThis book helped me understand
what the Resistance was vs the Republic situation and how the New Order fits in.-The page on
the Political bodies gave me the one paragraph answer to questions I had on how everything
worked 30ish years after ROTJ.-great map that shows where the new planets are and Republic
and New order space-great background on how and why NewOrder Troopers are trained and
purposes vs the Old Empire-confirmed for me that Coruscant was not destroyed but the New
Republic rotates their capital and it was on Hosnian Prime. (Something not covered at all in any
dialog in movie beyond using the weapon on the Republic Capital)-good coverage of Resistance
staff and enhances that they really have little resources and have identified the New Order as a
threat and are fighting a Cold War with Gorilla action against them.THE BAD-Supreme Leader
Snoke is mentioned but zero pictures. We get spoilers like the Star Killer Base. I know heirs
clouded in mystery but they should have included a photo of him from the movie and have a
paragraph or bullet points about what we know (they talk about him in the book, but why no
photo of a charcter more important than all the background characters)- The map to Skywalker
is not show or explained. This "map" plot device bugged me a bit, because Star Wars planets
have coordinates. So really you just need to find out what planet Luke is on. I figured that map
could be explained here that information references a series of jumps from various planets to get
to a legendary planet that is the first Jedi Temple that Luke is suspected to be on. This dictionary
had a chance to identify why a map was needed with all components and failed to address this
major plot device that is revealed early and should be explained in this book.-lack of Luke. The
floating letters that are the first thing you see make reference that Like has vanished and this is
not addressed at all. No map, no info on his final location. No pictures of Luke as a Jedi Master. I
can understand the decision to have zero spoilers and not show Luke, but a page should have
been given to what we do know about him going missing (like the map), and honestly the lack of
showing the very beautiful planet Luke is on and Luke really lessons the completeness of this
book.So this is a great book. With the price on Amazon it has awesome value and answers a lot
of questions. I gave it four out of Five stars because not referencing the map is a big failure to me
and theSupreme leaders shown in they movie should have a picture since his name is used in
the book and he had more screen time then half the characters in this book that get photos.”

strugglebuggy, “A must-have for fans who want to go a bit deeper. As the title suggests, this book
is a visual dictionary of all the various characters, creatures, weapons, planets, etc. related to
(and/or edited out of) Star Wars Episode VII, "The Force Awakens". As such, it gives gives



photographic reference and additional info on many of the details that you may have found
yourself wondering about as you watched the new film. It was written by Pablo Hidalgo,
Lucasfilm's resident expert of the Star universe and the man J.J. Abrams called at all hours to
ask questions and fact check, so you can be sure that the information within is as accurate as
possible and can be considered "canon". It's a great book and well worth the $11.99 it's
currently listed for on Amazon.As much as I enjoyed the new film, I left the theater wishing it had
been much longer and that it had answered more of the questions I had about the characters
(new and old) and the current state of the "universe" (what's up with the x-wing pilot doll in Rey's
home? What exactly is going on with the Republic, first order, resistance? etc) In addition to
filling in some much needed exposition that the film didn't give us, it also provides tons of
mundane (but interesting to fanboys) details about the various props, characters and locations
only very briefly shown or alluded to in the movie.At only 80 pages, it's a pretty thin volume, but
full of infographic-style photos, many of which were obviously used as reference by Hasbro
when designing the toys and action figures. There are a couple of characters that are
conspicuously absent (Luke, Snoke) but other than that, this is an excellent reference and a
must-have for fans of the new movie who are counting the days until episode VIII.A quick
warning, though: If you are one of the rare humans on this planet who has not yet seen the film,
make sure you do before reading this book.  It is chock-full of spoilers.”
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"Star Wars: The Force Awakens: The Visual Dictionary" allows fans to study the characters,
creatures, droids, props, and other elements of the film. Having owned and read all the previous
Star Wars visual dictionaries, I was excited to get this. It's exactly the same as the others - each
major character gets 2-4 pages, while minor characters and locations get 1-2 pages. Included in
each profile is typically over a dozen images related to that character. For example, the pages



on Rey include her outfit, speeder, survival satchel, blaster, staff, and more.After seeing the film
and looking through this book, it's clear just how much the movie got right visually. The First
Order uniforms, TIE Fighters, and stormtroopers are all very reminiscent of the Empire from the
original films, but with slight differences that also make them unique. The same could be said for
the Resistance, which shares many visual elements with the original Rebellion. As far as
completely new creations go, I think BB-8 stands out as the greatest new character from a
design perspective. I also really like the look of Kylo Ren's mask as well as his lightsaber, which
looks more fierce than any of the others.The book will be great for kids, but also suitable for
adults who want to delve into the visual aspects of the film. (However, if you're more interested
in concept art, then the book to get is 
  
The Art of Star Wars: The Force Awakens

  
  
). I love the layout of these books - the photos are scattered throughout the page; it's visually
dense but never confusing. Brief paragraphs of text as well as captions provide context and
insight into the characters and their props/wardrobe/etc.”

RedRose, “This book is Great. I liked that there weren't any ripped pages and that it was very
informative about the characters. The one dislike I had about the book was that 2-4 of the pages
had creases in the top corner. I will not let that bother me though, this book is great the way it is
and I'm happy to make it a part of my collection of Star Wars books.”

John E., “Solo para geeks. Es una guía visual con personajes, locaciones, vehículos y más
sobre el mundo de Star Wars Episodio VII.Las fotografías son increíbles, los datos expanden el
conocimiento sobre lo ya aprendido en las películas.Si lo tuyo es el conocimiento religioso
sobre Star Wars, esta guía no puede faltar en tu colección.”

Mario A. Escamilla, “The best VD yet!. The attention to detail is impressive, every little blurb of
text is well placed, informative and explains a lot of the universe changes that have happened
over to the galaxy during all these years.This is a must have for any Star Wars fan, period.”



antonio gonzálvez montalvo, “Imprescindible para fans de la nueva película. Se trata de una guia
de personajes, armas, accesorios..., que aparecen en la nueva el episodio 7.Amplia la
información de la pelicula añadiendo datos útiles para entenderla mejor y le da un trasfondo a
detalles que tienen mas relevancia de la que parecen.”

Erick Martínez, “Excelente. Excelente libro el cual esta plagado de imágenes únicas, con
detalles de cada personaje, arma, planeta, símbolos, ropa, accesorios, etc., nos da un poco de
luz sobre lo que no pudimos ver en la película o lo que no es explicado a detalle, definitivamente
es una muy buena guía visual, para todo aquel que se quedo con ganas de saber mas del
episodio VII The Force Awakens.”

The book by Pablo Hidalgo has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 754 people have provided feedback.
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